DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
QUADROCLAD™ Flex Sun Control Fins can vary in thickness, size and shape, which can be curved and folded. Adding to this, these extremely rigid fins can span vertically or horizontally and can be fixed to a variety of sub-frames.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Cost-effective solution for sun control – optimised passive solar control by controlling heat and light.
Aluminium is recyclable and made up of recycled content.

APPLICATIONS
- Practical customised system solutions to suit many sun control designs.
- Exterior
- New developments or existing buildings.

MATERIAL
Pre-treated aluminium honeycomb fixed within pre-coated and roll-formed aluminium skins.

COLOURS & FINISHES
A range of standard and customised colours using the HD COLOR-COTE® Coating Process in either PVF2 (UV-resistant) or LUXACOTE® (scratch-resistant) finishes are available.
ADVANTAGES
- Quick installation methods with minimum fixings to structure.
- Inherent strength of honeycomb panel requires a limited number of supports.
- Light-weight sun-shade fin system.

DESIGN CONCEPT
- QUADROCLAD™ Flex Sun Control Fins use a concealed fixing bracket system with a number of options available dependent on the application.
- Fixing details are customised solutions specific to the project.
- The sun control fins can be installed in a multitude of orientations - vertical, horizontal, inclined positions for striking aesthetic effects.
- Large sun-shade fins can be created.
- Clean lines and a slim design can be achieved.
- Installation can be independent of the facade construction. This is an option where the QUADROCLAD™ Flex Sun Control Fins can be engineered to be installed during or after the built project.

SHORT FORM SPECIFICATION
……….m² Aluminium QUADROCLAD™ Flex Sun Control System, supplied by Hunter Douglas Commercial, consisting of fins 25mm / 36mm / 50mm / other………. thick made up of two skins of flat smooth aluminium in widths of ………mm and in variable lengths ………mm, as detailed on the architectural drawings. All exposed fin faces shall be coil coated; selected colours ……….

Supply and install according to the fixing instructions of Hunter Douglas Commercial, a division of Hunter Douglas Limited.

Technical data is subject to change without notice. Refer to our Technical and Customer Support Team for further assistance.